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Job Description

Software Engineer. Salary depending on experience.

Corporation Pop is an award-winning digital innovation agency. We deliver strategic, thoughtful and 
innovative design and technology solutions that respond to user needs. We are well known for our 
work in immersive technologies and earlier this year we were listed by Clutch, the international and 
impartial review site, as one of the top 15 mobile app development companies in the UK. In everything 
we do we aim for innovation and originality. In everything we deliver we promise reliability and 
effectiveness. We value creativity and encourage experimentation. 

It is for these reasons that companies like Future PLC, Channel 4, the BBC, the NHS and Live Nation 
choose to work with us to deliver exciting and often ground-breaking projects across a range of media 
and devices.

The role:
We are now looking for an experienced Software Engineer to join our rapidly growing team.
This is an exciting opportunity to work as part of a highly experienced team across all our projects,
ranging from Android and iOS apps, to heavy load websites and multi-player gaming environments.
The role is a varied one which will include working on back-end systems across all our projects
The ideal candidate will have had at least 2 years of commercial experience and a relevant degree in 
Computer Science, Information Technology or similar.

It is essential that you can tick all of the following:
•	 Are	experienced	in	at	least	two	of	the	following	object	oriented	programming	languages:	PHP,	C#,			
 Python, Javascript and Java
•	 Are	experienced	in	MySQL	or	Postgres
•	 Are	experienced	in	managing	both	cloud	and	dedicated	hosting	environments
•	 Are	able	to	communicate	both	problems	and	solutions	to	the	wider	team	and	to	customers
•	 Have	proven	experience	using	BDD	,	TDD		or	pair	programming	practices
•	 Have	the	ability	to	adapt	and	learn	new	technology
•	 Have	proven	problem-solving	ability.

It would be great if you can tick one or more of the following:
•	 Are	familiar	with	Agile	Methodologies	(eg	DSDM	Atern,	SCRUM)
•	 Are	experienced	in	managing	and	maintaining	networks	and	firewalls
•		 Have	a	good	understanding	of	cyber	security	best	practice
•	 Are	familiar	with	strategies	for	managing	large	online	load	spikes	
•	 Have	experience	working	with	external	Penetration	Testers
•	 Have	experience	in	software	testing
•	 Have	experience	with	CI.

In return we will provide:
•		 A	great	working	environment	in	Manchester’s	Northern	Quarter
•		 A	friendly,	supportive	and	highly	experienced	team
•	 Ride-to-work,	profit-share	and	referral	bonus	schemes
•	 24	days	holiday	a	year	(in	addition	to	bank	holidays)	plus	an	extra	day	for	every	year	worked
•	 35	hrs	a	week	flexi-time

Please	send	CV	and	covering	letter	explaining	why	you’re	right	for	this	job	to	jobs@corporationpop.co.uk.	
Please also state your salary expectations. We are keen to appoint to this position as soon as possible 
and will close applications as soon as we see a CV that excites us.

For more information about Corporation Pop go to www.corporationpop.co.uk

http://www.corporationpop.co.uk

